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If you want to ask a question for this game, please use the ask a question box which is above on the right. Guest said: 12th Apr 2014 When his
hammer comes down block it then you'll see yellow balls on the same arm on the wrist shoot them then on his shoulder a jewel pull out death grab
grab it and attack it do it twice tats how many times u have attach and attack it then he'll shoot bombs out summon the horse but u can't out run it u
have to shoot it it will float get behind the guardians foot so it hits his foot then he'll kneel down u will go to the opposite side of the broken arm
climb up it and jump to the jewel and attack it 2 times and he will be defeated Please do not use this box to ask a question, it will be rejected - this
box is for answers ONLY. We will only use this address to email the confirmation for this answer.
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